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also gave some protection to the polar bears as
trappers were encouraged to limit their kill (J. D.
Robertson, pers. comm.).
In 1957 the York Factory settlement was
closed by government decree and treaty Crée
Indians native to the area were moved to York
Landing, an Indian settlement inland on the
southeastern shore of Split Lake, 260 km southwest of York Factory. A few others (Métis) moved voluntarily to Churchill. From 1952 to 1958
an average of 17 polar bears were known to have
been killed by York Factory hunters each year.
Since then very little hunting or trapping has
been done along the coastal areas by Manitoba
Indians. During October 1964, with the Canadian Army withdrawal from Fort Churchill,
military manoeuvres and the killing of bears by
soldiers came to an end.
2.

T h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f bear—man
problems around Churchill
Apparently because of the decrease in hunting, the numbers of polar bears along the Manitoba coast rose rapidly during the 1960s (J. D.
Robertson, pers. comm.). An increasing number
of polar bears began to frequent the three garbage
dumps at Churchill and Fort Churchill during
the fall. During that period the human population of the Churchill area was at its highest
(Table 1).
With the increased numbers of bears and
people, interactions became common because:
(1) bears fed in the dumps at all periods of the
day and night,
(2) people scavenged in the dumps during the
daylight hours,
(3) bears were viewed and provoked in the
dumps as a popular evening pastime,
(4) bears often wandered around and through
the settlements as they became conditioned
to the presence of man, and

Table 1
Population of Churchill District
Year
No. of people
1921
207
1926
36
1931
1813
1936
444
1941
406
1946
448
1951
830 (2168)*
1956
1418 (3039)*
1961
2069 (3932) *
1966
2021 (3579)*
1971
1604
*Numbers in parentheses include military establishments at Fort Churchill.

(5) bears were attracted to garbage, stored bait,
the whaling station, and food smells in the
settlements.
The danger of bear-man conflict was most
serious in the garbage dump at the townsite of
Churchill. This dump was actually located inside
the town, and several residences were located
within 30 m of the dumping area. Bears feeding
there were in almost constant contact with
people.
The Department of Public Works (DPW)
dump created the next most serious problem. It
was located 1.3 km to the east of the apartment
blocks in Fort Churchill and was separated from
the apartments by a strip of forest. Bears commonly moved to this forested area during daylight hours to rest in "day beds". Children played
and skated within a few hundred metres of the
trees, and often used footpaths that led through
the trees to the dump.
A third dump was located near the kitchen
of the launching area on the Churchill rocket
range 15 km to the east of Fort Churchill (Fig. 2).
It presented a particular danger to rocket range
personnel because it was so near to where people
were working.
Incidents between bears and people increased. By 1966, the situation had become almost
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alarming. In November 1968, up to 40 polar
bears at any one time could be seen in the vicinity of the Fort Churchill dump, and 60 to 80
bears were estimated to be frequenting the settlements. In 1966,1967 and 1968, people were
attacked by bears in the Churchill-Fort Churchill
area, resulting in the death of one Inuit boy in
1968 (Jonkel 1969a and 1970). Royal Canadian
Mounted Police (RCMP) and private citizens
killed an increasing number of bears to protect
themselves and the community. Minor problems,
such as bears breaking into houses, killing dogs,
and frightening people, became too numerous to
recount. For the most part, the tolerance and
restrained behaviour of people resident in the
Churchill area were commendable, preventing
situations which at times could have turned into
chaos. Night workers were driven from doorstep
to doorstep when beginning or ending shifts, and
the entire Fort Churchill residential area was
cleared of bears and ringed with manned vehicles
during Halloween activities to protect the
children.
Watching, feeding, chasing, and photographing bears did, however, gradually become a
popular pastime for many residents and visitors
to Churchill during October and November of
each year. A small percentage of the public grew
to dislike bears, and tormented them or shot them
with small calibre rifles as they fed. The RCMP
were regularly required to resolve problems between bears and people, but the officers were
replaced frequently and therefore gained little
experience with such situations. A Conservation
Officer of the Manitoba Department of Renewable Resources and Transportation Services
(MDRRTS) visited the Churchill area occasionally, but mainly to issue trap-line licences and to
enforce the Migratory Birds Convention Act.
The first corrective measures were taken in
1966. In that year the rocket range superinten14

dent agreed to cease dumping food at the range
and forbade the feeding of bears by range personnel. Bears were chased from the launch area
with helicopters, and one persistent bear was
drugged and moved 50 km east to Cape Churchill.
She returned overnight, however, and in the
following year transferred her attention to the
Fort Churchill dump.
In 1967, attempts to educate the public
were made by biologists working in the area. As
a result of a meeting between federal, provincial,
and local government officials, it was recommended that the town dump be discontinued, and
that the Fort Churchill dump be moved 15-25 km
to the east, away from the settlements, or replaced by an incinerator.
Autumn 1968 brought an even larger than
normal influx of bears to the Churchill - Fort
Churchill area because ice did not begin to form
in the Churchill area of Hudson Bay until 19
November, almost two weeks later than normal
(Canada, Atmospheric Environment 1970). No
action had yet been taken on either the Fort
Churchill or Churchill dumps, but at the beginning of November, DPW officials agreed to place
a gate on the road to the Fort Churchill dump to
control public access. They also suggested fencing the area, and attempted (rather unsuccessfully) to burn the garbage, but the situation did
not improve appreciably.
In the autumn of 1968 discussions were held
in Churchill with DPW, local government, and
provincial authorities. Subsequent meetings
were held in January 1969 in Winnipeg and again
in Churchill. General agreement was reached by
all persons and agencies present that:
(1) the Churchill and Fort Churchill garbage
dumps were the basic cause of the trouble.
This was indicated by the annual recapture
of tagged bears in the Churchill area, and the
boldness of the dump bears;

(2) total slaughter of the bears should be rejected, but certain aggressive or wounded animals
should be killed or shipped to zoos;
(3) the Province of Manitoba should consider
establishing a quota for Indian hunters to
reduce bear numbers;
(4) public information and education should be
increased on both federal and provincial
levels;
(5) MDRRTS should provide research personnel
and continue to provide Conservation Officers to study and control the Churchill
problem;
(6) in order to control movements of hears in the
area all dumping at the townsites should
cease immediately and a new dump or incinerator should be constructed near Bird
Cove 20 km east of Fort Churchill (Fig. 2)
(federal, provincial, and municipal cooperation was stressed) ; and
(7) the bears at Churchill should he treated as a
resource by allowing the hunting of bears by
Indian peoples and/or by encouraging the
viewing of bears as a tourist attraction.
DPW and the Local Government District
(LGD) agreed to increase the frequency of garbage pick-up and to encourage the use of plastic
garbage containers. The following were all agreed
to: fencing of the school area, daily burning
and burying of garbage, and constant patrols
by Conservation Officers during the problem fall
period.
By autumn of 1969 DPW had agreed to
budget for the construction of an incinerator.
The LGD closed the dump in Churchill, and DPW
controlled public access to the Fort Churchill
dump and attempted to burn and bury garbage as
it arrived at the dump. The Province provided
culvert traps to ship problem bears from the townsite to zoos, and assigned personnel for a continuous patrol of the townsite to chase bears out of

town. Total cost to the Province was estimated at
$20,000. Because of the added cost of transportation, DPW and LGD did not keep to their previous agreement to move the dump to Bird Cove.
However, DPW began hauling sand from Bird
Cove to cover garbage at the dump. The situation
improved greatly, but during 1969 ice persisted in
southern Hudson Bay until late September, about
a month later than average, and many bears may
not have come ashore until later than usual. The
final steps for solving the problem appeared to be
construction of an incinerator, patrols by Conservation Officers each autumn, continued public
education, and removal of problem bears by shipment to areas outside the townsite or to zoos, or
by killing. The Federal-Provincial Administrative
Committee for Polar Bear Research and Management (a co-ordinating committee for jurisdictions
within Canada which have polar bears) urged
DPW by letter for action on the incinerator.
The autumn of 1970 passed without serious
problems in any of the settlements. Manitoba
Conservation Officers again provided a 24-hour
patrol of the townsites in cooperation with the
RCMP, and again they removed problem bears by
chasing them away, capturing in culvert traps, or
as a last resort, by shooting. Surprisingly, few
zoos appeared interested in obtaining live bears.
However, six bears were held in the culvert traps
during the last 10 days before freeze-up, and were
released at Bird Cove when they could go out
onto the ice. Cost of the patrol operation was
estimated at $35,000 by the Province. From
capture-recapture data and aerial surveys by
CWS and MDRRTS, 600 bears were estimated to
be in the Cape Churchill to Nelson River area,
including 50 to 70 bears frequenting the townsites. An abortive attempt by a local resident to
raise a small number of pigs near the Boy Scout
Camp east of Fort Churchill (Fig. 2), using
restaurant and butcher shop waste, drew 10 to 15
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bears to that area. The bears caused considerable
damage to lakeshore cabins, endangered people,
and eventually ate some of the pigs. Live-trapping
success in 1970 was very high in the Scout Camp
area, compared with little success in this area in
previous years or the year following. DPW continued to burn and bury garbage daily at the Fort
Churchill dump, but they announced that because of the reduction in staff at the rocket
range and its eventual shutdown they could no
longer justify construction of an incinerator.
Solution of the Churchill polar bear problem
seemed at an impasse in 1971. The FederalProvincial Technical Committee passed a resolution (accepted by the Administrative Committee) urging DPW to relocate the garbage
disposal site immediately to Bird Cove and to
continue the practice of burning and burying at
the new site. Surveys of the Owl River maternity
denning area indicated that 100 to 150 young
polar bears were being added to the population
annually, and recaptures of tagged animals
strongly indicated that the bears along the Manitoba and southern Keewatin coast remained
there and on the adjacent sea year-round, and
possibly were only being hunted by Eskimo
Point, Rankin Inlet and Whale Cove Inuit (total
quota of 14 animals in 1970-71) during their
annual migrations. The Polar Bear Technical
Committee therefore recommended that Manitoba allow up to 50 bears to be taken annually
to ensure proper management of the population.
Plans were made by MDRRTS to continue
24-hour patrols of the settlements, as it was
obvious that an incinerator would not be built
or the dump moved to Bird Cove that year. In
addition, they were prepared for Conservation
Officers to kill up to 50 bears in the Churchill
area as an alternate attempt to protect residents.
Recent court cases in the United States had held
government authorities responsible for attacks
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by wild grizzly bears (Ursus arctos horribilis) on
man, and the Provincial Government had no
reason to expect a different outcome at Churchill.
In conjunction with the control program,
MDRRTS became involved in marking bears
captured in traps located throughout the
Churchill area and prepared an information
booklet summarizing what was known about the
Manitoba polar bears (Nero 1971).
Concurrent with the control program, a
private animal preservation group (International
Fund for Animal Welfare) from Fredericton,
New Brunswick, became interested in the problem. Their avowed aim was to save the lives of
individual bears whenever possible, and to publicize the Churchill problem in such a way as to
embarrass the two governments into arranging
more efficient garbage pick-up and relocating
the dump at Bird Cove, or constructing an
incinerator. The Director of the Fund, Brian
Davies, in cooperation with provincial authorities, chose to fly problem bears (that would
otherwise have been shot) to an abandoned airstrip (Kaska), near the Kaskattama River, 300 km
(air) southeast of Churchill, and release them
(Fig. 1). Biologists considered this site to be
within the normal range of the Churchill bears;
therefore no mixing of sub-populations would
result. The bears were expected to move north
from the Kaskattama River towards Cape
Churchill and possibly as far as the Churchill
settlements. In the interim, it was hoped that
the Bay would freeze so that the relocated bears
would return to the sea ice to hunt seals.
Twenty-four problem bears (19 of which were
eartagged) were successfully moved in this way
in cooperation with Manitoba biologists, and the
conflict between bears and people around the
settlements was greatly reduced.
This method cost the International Fund for
Animal Welfare approximately $12,000 and was

considered far too expensive to be considered as
more than a stop-gap method.
By the fall of 1972, plans for an incinerator
went before the Manitoba Environment Commission and were approved in principle. However,
the submission was of undetailed plans which
had then to be submitted to a design firm for
further refinements. Meanwhile, the garbage disposal system remained the same as in the previous year.
Although 13 bears were destroyed during the
fall, the estimated number of problem bears in
the Churchill area was much reduced from the
preceding year. This was reflected in the decline
in the number of calls reporting bears from 184
in 1971 to 63 in 1972. The reduced bear problem
was partly attributed to an early freeze-up which
permitted the bears to leave around 5 November.
Conservation Officers and RCMP maintained a
24-hour patrol during the fall, costing the Manitoba Government approximately the same as in
the previous fall. Four problem bears were airlifted to Kaska and three were held in culvert
traps and released at Bird Cove when the ice began to form on the Bay.
By the fall of 1973 the incinerator, about 0.5
km north of the Fort Churchill dump site, was
built but was not functioning due to the lack of a
transformer. Garbage dumping was confined to
one area in the dump and was burned but not
covered with sand as in previous years. The public
education program to make people aware of the
potential dangers of polar bears was continued
through the local news media, school talks and
posters. Patrols by Conservation Officers and
RCMP continued as in previous years.
A total of seven bears were killed in the fall
of 1973. One problem bear was shipped to the
Assiniboine Zoo in Winnipeg and five bears were
held in culvert traps and released later at Bird
Cove. The reports of bears in the residential area

were about the same as in the previous fall. The
low number of bear problems was partly explained
by the early ice formation on Hudson Bay (Cross
1974a). Most of the bears had departed from the
mainland by 8 November. However, fewer bears
appeared to have been in the Churchill area prior
to the ice formation. The reason for this is not
known.
A resolution passed in June 1974 by the
Polar Bear Administrative Committee shifted the
northern boundary of Zone A1 from the Manitoba-NWT border to between Rankin Inlet and
Chesterfield Inlet (Fig. 1) and at the same time
suggested an increase in the quota for the three
NWT settlements (Eskimo Point, Whale Cove,
and Rankin Inlet) now included in Zone A1.
Increasing evidence suggested that a portion of
the Manitoba or Zone A1 sub-population spent
part of the winter off the southern Keewatin coast
(Anderka et al. 1973). The quota for Manitoba
was reduced from 50 to 35.
The garbage disposal problem was still not
completely solved in 1974 as the incinerator was
only functional for a short period during the
summer. Due to problems with burst tires on the
wheeled vehicle used to load garbage into the
incinerator, a tracked replacement was ordered.
However, because of unforeseeable delays in
delivery of the vehicle, the incinerator was not
operational again until late November 1974—
after most of the bears had gone. A few bears that
were around the dump at that time began frequenting the incinerator. The old garbage dump
at Fort Churchill was covered over, leaving little
to attract them. During most of the fall, conditions at the dump were much the same as in
previous years.
Apart from the dump, two additional problem
areas still remained. Bears were attracted by
cooking smells to the Poole Construction and the
Harbour Board kitchens, even though the gar17

Table 2
Recorded information on polar bears in the Churchill area*, Manitoba, in falls of 1966-75
1966
1967
1968
1969
No. reporta
77
Kat. no. problem beara
Eat. no. problem beara in reaidential area
20
31
No. problem beara killed
No. beara killed
No. bears released at Kaska
0
0
0
0
No. bears released at Bird Cove/Twin Lakes
0
1
3
It
0
0
0
No. bears to zoo
0
*Area between Cburchill Hiver and rocket range, including Churcbill and Fort Churchill.
fMoved by helicopter to Cape Churchill.

—
—
—
—
—

—
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bage storage and disposal had been improved. It
was also still apparent that foodstuffs were being
placed outside to attract bears for close-up
photographs.
One hundred and forty-seven reports of
bears in the residential districts were received
between 14 September and 30 November 1974.
A total of 11 bears, nine of which were classified
as problem bears, were killed. One of these was
killed by a member of the Canadian Armed Forces
between Gordon Point and Knight's Hill, east of
Churchill (Fig. 2). An estimated 42 problem
bears were in the residential area during the fall.
Two problem bears (a female and her yearling
cub) were shipped to the Assiniboine Zoo in
Winnipeg; another 11 (10 of which were eartagged) were airlifted to Kaska, and six were captured in culvert traps and later released at Bird
Cove. One of the bears released at Bird Cove on
21 November returned to the Churchill residential area on 25 November and had to be destroyed.
The increase in numbers of bears and problems
during October and November was probably due
to below average temperatures in September and
the late freeze-up (Cross 1975a).
In 1975, fewer bears were recorded in the
Churchill area, particularly in the vicinity of the
dump (Cross 1976). The incinerator was functioning, but only on week days, which necessitated the storing of garbage in a fenced area
18
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—
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1970
200
75
50
4
7
0
6

0

1971
181
79
57
6
7
21
0
1

1972
63
26
20
9
13
4
3
0

1973
65
15
10
4
7
0
5
1

1974
147
52
42
9
11
11
6
2

1975
119
48
30
4
8
7
12
2

adjacent to the incinerator. Kitchen wastes and
combustible material were usually separated
from other garbage and incinerated, but were
occasionally left at the old dump site. Bears
were still able to reach the garbage, both in the
incinerator, through an access hatch, and in the
fenced storage area. However, the fact that
access to the garbage was somewhat restricted
may have accounted for the lower numbers of
bears that frequented the dump area. The main
problem area was the Poole Construction kitchen
which was located only about 100 m from the
Hudson Bay coastline, on a route used by bears.
Between 16 September and 16 November,
there were 119 reports of bears in residential
districts. Thirty problem bears were reported of
which 4 were killed and 21 were live-captured
in culvert traps. Of the live-captured bears, 7
were air-lifted to Kaska, and 12 were released at
Bird Cove or in the Twin Lakes area (Fig. 2).
Two orphaned cubs were sent to the Calgary
Zoo. As the 1975 fall was relatively mild and the
freeze-up was at about the normal time, the
effect of the incinerator has yet to be established.
Table 2 summarizes information on the
number of polar bears in the Churchill area
during the falls of 1966 to 1975.

